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Abstract: We consider Distributed Information Systems with Autonomous Participants (DISAP),
i.e., participants (consumers and providers) may have special interests towards queries and other
participants. Recent applications of DISAP on the Internethave emerged to share data, services, or
computing resources at an unprecedented scale (e.g. SETI@home). With autonomous participants,
the only way to avoid a participant to voluntarily leave the system is to satisfy its interests when
allocating queries. But, participants’ satisfaction may also be badly affected by other participants’
failures or comportment. In this context, replicating queries is useful to address two different prob-
lems: tolerate providers’ failures and deal with Byzantineproviders. In this paper, we make the
following main contributions. First, we formalize the query allocation problem over faulty partic-
ipants in the context of DISAP. Second, we define participant’s satisfaction and define a notion of
global satisfaction, which considers participants’ satisfaction and their probability of failure. Third,
we propose a query replication algorithm,SbQR, which deals with the participants’ failures by de-
ciding on-line whether a query should be replicated and at which rate. Fourth, we propose another
query replication algorithm, calledSbQR+, which generalizesSbQR with the goal of prioritizing
critical queries. Finally, we implemented both algorithmsand compared them to the popular base-
line algorithm. The results demonstrate that our algorithms significantly outperform the baseline
algorithm from the performance and satisfaction points of view. In particular,SbQR+ is excellent
at choosing the queries that must be replicated to guaranteeboth participants’ satisfaction and good
system performance.

Key-words: Distributed information systems, participants’ intentions, autonomous participants,
participants’ satisfaction, probability of participants’ failure, query replication



Réplication de Requêtes dans les Systèmes d’Information
Distribués avec des Participants Autonomes

Résumé : Nous considérons des Systèmes Distribués d’Information dont participants sont auto-
nomes (DISAP, pour ses initiales en anglais), i.e. les participants (consommateurs et fornisseurs)
peuvent avoir des intérêts particuliers envers les requêtes et les autres participants. Des applications
récentes, sur les DISAP, ont vu le jour dans l’Internet commepour objectif de partager de données,
de services ou de ressources à une très grande échelle (e.g. SETI@home). Avec des participants
autonomes, la seule façon d’éviter qu’un participant quitte le système par mécontentement est en
satisfaisant ses intérêts au moment d’allouer les requêtes. Cependant, la satisfaction des participants
peut être influencée par le comportement ou les pannes des autres participants. Dans ce contexte,
la réplication de requêtes est utile pour adresser deux problèmes différents: tolérer les pannes des
participants et traîter avec des partipants malicieux (i>e>, Byzantine). Dans cet article, nous faisons
les contributions suivantes. Primo, nous formalisons le problème d’allocation de requêtes sur des
participants souceptibles de tomber en panne dans le contexte de DISAP. Secondo, nous définons la
satisfaction des participants dans les DISAP et définons aussi une notion de satisfaction globle, qui
considère al satisfaction et la probabilité de panne des participants. Tertio, nous proposonsSbQR,
un algorithme qui tolère les pannes des participants en décidant à la volée si une requête doit être ré-
pliquée et combien de fois. Nous proposons aussiSbQR+ un algortihme de réplication de requêtes,
qui généraliseSbQR avec l’objectif de favoriser les requêtes critiques pour les consommateurs. Fi-
nalement, nous implementons nos deux algorithmes et les comparons à l’algorithme de base les plus
utilisé dans nos jours. Les résultats montrent que nos algorithmes sont beaucoup plus performants
dès le point de vue de performance du système ainsi que dès le point de vue de la satisfaction des
participants.

Mots-clés : Systèmes d’information distribués, participants autonomes, intentions des participants,
satisfaction des participants, probabilité de panne des participants, réplication de requêtes.
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1 Introduction

We consider Distributed Information Systems with Autonomous Participants (DISAP) whereby data,
services or computing resources can be shared at very large scale. Participants are either resource
providers or consumers which submit queries to providers1. Examples of DISAP are BOINC [7] and
distributed.net [2], which are systems that support the collaboration of high numbers, e.g. millions,
of participants over the Internet.

Participants (providers and consumers) are autonomous in the sense that they may leave and
join the system at will, but also, they may have special interests (intentions) for some queries and
other participants. For example, in BOINC and distributed.net, a consumer may want to receive
results from highly reputed providers, and a provider may want to perform queries for some pre-
ferred projects. In this context, it is crucial to satisfy participants (i.e. to fill their intentions) since
dissatisfaction may lead them to leave the system, which maycause some loss of system capacity to
perform queries as well as some loss of system functionality. In particular, a participant’s departure
may yield other participants to leave the system in a domino effect [31].

Because of autonomy, a provider may act maliciously, i.e. may be Byzantine [25], and thus
may return wrong or incomplete results for a query. This is why some systems (such as BOINC)
allow consumers to replicate queries on different providers so as to compare their results. Queries
usually have different importance (which we refer to ascriticality) for consumers. For instance,
it may be crucial for a consumer to receive all its required results for some queries while it may
tolerate receiving less results for other queries. Moreover, since participants are normally linked
through the Internet, they are subject to network failures.As the scale of the system increases in
number of participants, the possibility that one of them fails also increases. Studies of participants’
availability in widely deployed distributed systems such as Overnet [11], Napster and Gnutella [34]
demonstrate this. Thus, the responsiveness of applications built ontop of DISAP is increasingly
limited by providers’ availability rather than performance. On the one hand, providers’ failures may
significantly dissatisfy consumers with no results for their queries. On the other hand, consumers’
failures may dissatisfy providers because their results cannot be returned to failed consumers.

Recent solutions have been proposed to deal with different query processing problems in DISAP,
e.g., [23, 28, 31, 38, 39], but availability is typically notaddressed. A basic solution to deal
with providers’ failure is to re-allocate, after detectionof a provider’s failure, the query to another
provider. However, this approach may significantly increase response times. Thus, an alternative
solution is query replication [8, 9, 10, 19, 20, 40], which can bepassiveor active. Passive query
replication id based on checkpointing or logging techniques [15, 18], which are not appropriate
to DISAP since they inherently assume that providers are using the same algorithms and thus that
produce the same results for a query. Furthermore, this may significantly increase response times
because there is a system overhead for detecting a provider’s failure, determining which queries
have been stopped, and rescheduling stopped queries. Active query replication is more adequate to
DISAP. It allocates queries to the number of providers required by the consumer (called primary
providers) plus some other providers (called backup providers), so that results produced by backup

1We use the word “query” in the general sense of service request in information systems, thus with a more general meaning
than query in databases.
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4 Quiané-Ruiz, Lamarre, and Valduriez

providers are returned to consumers in case of primary provider’s failure. We henceforth refer to
those queries allocated to backup providers as backup queries. In our context, we observe that active
query replication is useful to deal with both Byzantine providers and providers’ failures. Usually,
replicating queries to deal with Byzantine providers is left to consumers [7, 16], while it is up to the
system to replicate queries to deal with providers’ failures because it may better know participants’
failure. None of existing query replication solutions considers autonomous participants.

In this paper, we consider active query replication in DISAP, from a satisfaction point of view, to
tolerate participants’ failures. Supporting query replication in DISAP is challenging for several rea-
sons. First, the overhead of query replication may outweighits benefits, by over-utilizing computing
resources or requiring either more powerful providers or additional providers. Second, a provider
may not have the same intention, and thus the same satisfaction, of being utilized as primary provider
or backup provider. This is because the query results produced by a backup provider are only re-
turned to the consumer in case the primary providers fails, which means that it may consume its
computing resources for nothing. Third, providers may alsoconsume their computing resources for
nothing in case of consumers’ failure. In the rest of this section, we first illustrate typical applications
of DISAP, then provide a motivating example, and finally introduce our main contributions.

1.1 Applications

Applications of different domains need to deal, in an automated way, with participants’ failures in
order to operate correctly.Volunteer computing, Web services, cloud computing, andGrid computing
are some examples.

VOLUNTEER COMPUTING. It involves a distributed computing system where computer’s own-
ers (the providers) donate, in a transparent, open, and scalable way, their services or resources to one
or more projects (the consumers). BOINC [7], XGrid [5], and Grid MP [6] are examples of such
systems. SETI@home [22] and grid.org [3] are examples of scientific applications running on one
of these systems. An important requirement in these applications is that the system should be able
to deal with participants’ failures.

WEB SERVICES. Systems based on Web services [4] can also be DISAP. Web services are
rapidly becoming a standard way of communication among loosely-coupled, heterogeneous systems.
Recently, [37] proposed the overall goal of a Web Service Management System (WSMS) that allows
consumers to query a collection of Web services (the providers) simultaneously in a transparent and
integrated way. The authors focus on the query optimizationissues that arise in a WSMS in order to
speed up query execution. They assume that Web services do not fail when they run queries, which
is not the case in practice. Thus, query replication can be used by a WSMS to ensure results for
consumers. Nevertheless, because of Web services autonomyand load management, queries cannot
be replicated in a systematic way.

CLOUD COMPUTING. This paradigm refers to the use of memory and capacity of personal
computers and servers around the world linked by a network. Amazon S3 [1] and Google File Sys-
tem [17] are examples of available “clouds”. Cloud’s users (the consumers) can then make use of a
considerable and scalable computing power (the providers aggregation), but also of providers’ ser-
vices, data, and storage capacity. Cloud computing has three main features: (i) it is query-intensive,

INRIA



Satisfaction-based Query Replication 5

(ii) its network topology is highly dynamic, and participants may join, leave, or fail over time, and
(iii) it should serve queries with short response times. Because of these features, it is crucial that
providers’ failures be handled in a preventive way so that the query load be not significantly in-
creased.

GRID COMPUTING. It is a general form of parallel computing whereby several networked,
loosely-coupled, and heterogeneous computer nodes function as one large “supercomputer”. It has
been used by research labs or companies to mutualize their distributed computing resources and par-
allelize the processing of heavy loads of queries or very large queries. The geographical dispersion
and potentially high number of grid nodes makes the probability of a node failure quite high and
thus makes it important to support node failures in a way thatdoes not loose queries or subqueries.

The solution we propose in this paper can be applied in these domains to dynamically decide if a
query must be replicated and at which rate depending on query’s criticality, participants’ probability
of failure, and participants’ satisfaction.

1.2 Motivating Example

Let us illustrate query replication in DISAP with an application from volunteer computing using
BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing). BOINC allows scientific commu-
nities to create and operate public-resource computing applications by using computing resources
of thousands of volunteers across the world. The query processing principle in BOINC is the fol-
lowing. Applications (the consumers) submit their queriesto BOINC to be executed by providing
the number of providers from which they want results. Volunteers (the providers) get queries from
BOINC and return their results to BOINC, which in turn returns them to consumers.

Consider a simple scenario where a given research project running on BOINC (i.e., a consumer
in the BOINC system) sends a query, with a very high criticality, requiring results from1 provider.
Suppose that, when the query arrives in the system, the relevant providers (those which can treat the
query) have low workload, high intentions to perform the incoming query, and high failure proba-
bility, which raises the probability of restarting the allocation of the query or to have a dissatisfied
consumer. In this case, replicating the query seems a good idea. In contrast, consider now a scenario
where a consumer sends a query with low criticality requiring results from10 providers. Suppose
that, when the query comes in, the relevant providers have high workload, low failure probability,
and low intentions to perform the incoming query. In this case, it is better not to replicate the query
to neither overload nor dissatisfy providers. Furthermore, not replicating this query allows to give
higher priority to queries with high criticality.

However, most cases are not so simple and raise the followingquestions:which queries should
be replicated?andhow many query instances should be replicated?Then, a preliminary question is:
which information must be used to decide on query replication? consumers’ satisfaction? providers’
satisfaction? queries’ criticality? others?. This paper answers those questions.

RR n° 6928



6 Quiané-Ruiz, Lamarre, and Valduriez

1.3 Contributions and Outline

After surveying related work in Section 2, we present our main contributions. First, in Section 3,
we formally define the query allocation problem over faulty participants. To this end, we first for-
malize the query allocation problem in DISAP. Second, we define in Section 4 a satisfaction model
that considers participants’ failures. In particular, we characterize the fact that(i) queries have dif-
ferent criticality for consumers;(ii) a consumer may receive less results than it expects; and(iii) a
provider may perform queries for nothing because of backup queries and consumers’ failures. Third,
in Section 5, we propose two autonomic query replication algorithms: SbQR andSbQR+. Both
algorithms consider queries’ criticality, participants’satisfaction, and participants’ failure probabil-
ity to decide on-line which queries should be replicated andhow many backups should be created.
SbQR+ complementsSbQR with the ability to prioritize queries with high criticality. To do so, it
may voluntarily reduce the number of required providers by aconsumer. Fourth, in Section 6, we ex-
perimentally show that our algorithms perform better than the popular baseline algorithm. Overall,
we demonstrate our algorithms’ self-adaptability to the workload, queries’ criticality, and partici-
pants’ failure probabilities. We also demonstrate that systematic replication of all incoming queries
causes serious performance problems for high workloads, and worse, that it loses more query results
than with no replication. We show that neitherSbQR norSbQR+ have this problem, which allows
a system to scale up. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work

Query replication approaches can be classified in two models: passiveor activequery replication. In
passive query replication, also known as primary-backup [13], primary providers actively perform
queries and regularly checkpoint their state to backup providers [9], which are either waiting for
a checkpointing message or saving a checkpointing message.In case a primary provider fails, a
backup provider takes over the role of the primary provider by reading the last checkpointed state in
order to recover a state that existed before the primary provider’s failure. In this way, the failure can
be masked to consumers, but they can experience a long delay in getting results [40]. Furthermore,
this model is inappropriate for DISAP since it inherently assumes that providers are homogeneous
from a functionality and data point of view and thus provide the same results for queries.

In active query replication, also calledstate-machine[35], both primary and backup providers
play the same role: they actively perform queries and, unlike in the passive replication model, there
is no centralized control. Active replication does not require checkpointing messages to maintain
backup queries and is thus appropriate to DISAP. Several solutions have been proposed based on
this model. For example, [36] proposes a query allocation algorithm that maximizes the reliability
of heterogeneous systems. [20] proposes a scheduling algorithm to achieve fault tolerance in mul-
tiprocessor systems. But, these two algorithms can only tolerate a single provider’s failure, while
DISAP may suffer from many more providers’ failures. [19] proposes an algorithm using a set of
scheduling heuristics that actively replicates each incoming query a fixed number of times, sayr,
thereby producing schedules that tolerater providers’ failure. However, these active query replica-
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Satisfaction-based Query Replication 7

tion solutions replicate each incoming query, which may quickly utilize all computing resources in
the system.

Recently, probabilistic approaches have been proposed to deal with failures without replicating
each incoming query. For instance, in [8] each processing node and communication link is associ-
ated with a failure rate. The authors then tackle the problemof scheduling a task graph with deadline
constraints and guaranteeing the best possible reliability. However, this work assumes a constant
probability of failure for nodes and considers parallel andhomogeneous computers. In [10], authors
address the problem of scheduling a set of queries, which arecharacterized with the same probability
of failure, to a set of processors. Given a set of queries and the set of relevant providers, a precise
analysis can determine whether replication is required to either guaranteeing high reliability or a
minimal set of processors for dealing with a set of queries. However, the authors consider multipro-
cessor systems and thus make strong assumptions that do not apply to open distributed systems, such
as DISAP. An advantage of probabilistic approaches though is that, as in our proposal, no assump-
tion on the number of tolerated failures is made. In contrastto our algorithms, these probabilistic
solutions assume that providers have the same probability of failure, the same capacity to perform
queries, and no intentions at all. None of these assumptionsis realistic in large-scale distributed
systems, such as DISAP.

Our algorithms significantly differ from previous work in fourth main points. First, to the best
our knowledge, this is the first work that uses a probabilistic approach to replicate queries in large-
scale distributed systems. Second, in addition to the failure probability of providers, they consider
the failure probability of consumers. This consideration is quite important in DISAP because re-
peated consumer failures may cause dissatisfaction of those providers that perform their queries.
This is because such providers waste their computing resources for producing results that are finally
not returned to the consumer. Third, our algorithms go further than simply considering failure proba-
bilities: they also consider both participants’ satisfaction and queries’ criticality to set the replication
rate of queries. This allows our algorithms to only replicate those queries that increase participants’
satisfaction. Finally, we consider query replication in its generality: besides replicating queries to
tolerate failures, we consider the fact that consumers may also replicate queries to deal with Byzan-
tine providers.

3 Problem Definition

In this section, we first give a presentation of the system model which characterizes DISAP and
define the query allocation problem. Then, we formally definethe problem of query allocation over
faulty participants.

3.1 System Model

We adopt the usual architecture of a mediatorm, and of a setI of autonomous participants. Partici-
pants may play two different roles: consumer and provider. The set of consumers and providers are
denoted byC (C ⊆ I) andP (P ⊆ I), respectively. Besides autonomy, we assume that participants
perform queries when they are required for. In other words, providers must answer queries as much
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8 Quiané-Ruiz, Lamarre, and Valduriez

as they can: they can fail, but only for network failure or a software dysfunction. To formalize this
aspect, we assume that each participanti ∈ I has a probabilityfi to fail per time unit. The way in
which participants’ failure probability is computed is well beyond the scope of this paper. We simply
assume that the mediator is able to estimate this probability by applying for example the solutions
in [14, 27]. Mediatorm may also fail but this is orthogonal to the focus of this paper. Replicating
mediators is a solution to deal with mediator’s failure but,in this paper, we simply assume thatm

never fails.
Providers inP are potentially heterogeneous in terms of capability, capacity, and data. Hetero-

geneous capability means that providers usually do not provide the same functionalities and thus
cannot deal with the same queries. Heterogeneous capacity means that some providers may perform
more queries per time unit than others. Thecapacityof a providerp ∈ P , cap(p), denotes the
number of computing units (e.g. expressed in time units) that it has to perform queries. Thus,p’s
utilizationat timet, Ut(p), is defined as its load w.r.t. its capacity. Finally, data heterogeneity means
that providers may produce different results for a same query.

A consumerc ∈ C submits a query to mediatorm when it cannot locally perform the query or
because it wants to outsource the query. A consumer formulates queries in a format abstracted as
a 4-tupleq = < c, d, n, γ >. Whereq.c ∈ C is the identifier of the consumer that has issued the
query,q.d is the description of the task to be done,q.n ∈ N∗ is the number of providers to which the
consumer wishes to see its query be allocated, andq.γ ∈ [0..1] denotes the criticality of the query.
The greater the value of this parameter is, the more criticalthe query is. Notice that, a consumer
may desire to allocate a queryq to various providers (q.n > 1) for two main reasons:(i) to avoid
Byzantine providers by comparing their results, and(ii) to select the best query result since providers
may produce different results for a same query. In the following, we simply usec, d, n, or γ when
there is no ambiguity onq.

Because of their autonomy, participants are interested in performing some queries and in the way
their queries are treated. This is why, given a queryq, consumerq.c (respectively, each provider that
is able to performq) gives its intentions, for getting results from each provider p in setPq (resp.,

for performingq), to m. Mediatorm stores consumer’s intentions in vector
−→
CIq and providers’

intention in vector
−→
PIq. For example,

−→
CIq[p] denotes the intention of consumerq.c to see its query

q be treated by providerp and
−→
PIq[p] denotes the intention of providerp to perform queryq. We

do not make any restriction on the way participants compute their intentions and only assume they
provide them in the interval[−1..1]. The greater the intention value is, the greater the desire of
a consumer (resp., provider) to see its query be treated by a given provider (to perform a given
query) is. Notice that, participants’ failures may dissatisfy other participants with no results for their
queries or with results that are not returned to consumers. This means that providers utilize their
computing resources for nothing. This is why providers alsoexpress the cost of performing a query
q and that consumers give the criticality of their queries so that the mediator strives to ensure results
for their critical queries. Providers’ costs are in the interval [0.. + ∞[ and stored bym in vector
−−→
PCq. For example, given an incoming queryq, a cost

−−→
PCq[p] = 100 could mean the number of

milliseconds that providerp needs to perform queryq. Finally, the way in which mediatorm obtains
this information strongly depends on the system architecture. In some cases, it may locally have all
this information available, as in cluster-based systems, and in other cases it must ask participants for

INRIA
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this information, as in DISAP. In fact, in DISAP, participants are the only ones that can provide their
intentions for each incoming query since such intentions depend on participants’ precise context.

Having stated the system model, we can stress that a satisfactory query allocation is one that
not only strives to ensure the number of results desired by consumers, but also, one that selects the
most interesting providers for consumers and allocates themost interesting queries to providers. We
formalize this in the following section.

3.2 General Query Allocation Problem

We can now state the query allocation problem as follows. Given a setI of autonomous participants,
mediatorm must allocate each incoming queryq to a set of providers so that good system perfor-
mance, high participants’ satisfaction, and results for queries with high criticality are ensured. We
can divide this general problem it into the three following independent subproblems.

FINDING RELEVANT PROVIDERS. To find those providers that can deal with a queryq (the
relevant providers), denoted by setPq (Pq ⊆ P ), is a matchmaking problem. In our context, for
any incoming queryq, parameterq.d is intended to be used within a matchmaking mechanism to
find setPq. This problem has been extensively studied in the literature and several matchmaking
mechanisms have been proposed [24, 26]. Such techniques arewell beyond the scope of this paper
and we simply assume there exists one in the system that is sound and complete.

RANKING RELEVANT PROVIDERS. To allocate a given incoming queryq, the mediator usu-
ally considers a specific strategy. For example, the mediator may score providers by considering:
providers’ utilization for applications requiring to query load balancing [32, 33]; provider’s relevance
to queries for web search applications [12]; or participants’ intentions for volunteer computing ap-
plications such as BOINC and Xgrid [31]. Thus, it could existas many scoring functions as types of
applications. This problem is also out the scope of this paper and we assume that the mediator can
provide a vector

−→
R q of ranked providers, according to its strategy, so that

−→
R q[1] is the best scored

provider and
−→
R q[||Pq||] is the worst scored provider. The way in which vector

−→
R is computed is a

choice of the system administrator depending on the system’s challenges she wants to solve.

SELECTING RELEVANT PROVIDERS. The problem here is that of deciding the number of
providers to which to allocate a query. Formally, given an incoming queryq and vector

−→
R q, the

mediator must chooser best ranked providers in
−→
R q to which to allocateq. SetP̂ r

q denotes such a

set ofr best ranked providers, i.e.,̂P r
q =

−→
R q[1..r]. As the providers’ ranking process, the providers’

selection process is key to the well operation of the system.A natural solution to this subproblem
is to allocate a queryq to the number of providers required by the consumer (which leads to have
r = q.n). However, this approach inherently assumes that either participants cannot fail or fail-

ures are treated after detection. Moreover, it is possible that, instead of set̂P r
q , only a set̂̂Pq (with

̂̂
Pq ⊂ P̂ r

q ) of providers returns results for a queryq. Thus, the mediator should setr by considering
this aspect.

RR n° 6928



10 Quiané-Ruiz, Lamarre, and Valduriez

3.3 Query Allocation over Faulty Participants

In this paper, we address the problem ofselecting relevant providers(the third subproblem of the
previous section) in DISAP, i.e. with faulty participants.We formalize this problem as follows.

PROBLEM STATEMENT . Given an incoming queryq and vector
−→
R q of providers, eachp in vector

−→
R q with a failure probabilityfp, mediatorm must determiner to allocateq to

−→
R q[1..r] providers

so that participants are satisfied with the query allocation.

The difficulty of addressing this problem is in determining on-line ther value so that consumers
receive in general their queries’ results from the requirednumber of providers and are satisfied. For
low workloads, it is easy to address this problem since thereare enough computing resources to
perform queries, including backup queries, and thus one canreplicate queries without fearing the
consequences (except if such replication hurts participants’ satisfaction). Nevertheless, the above
problem’s difficulty increases as the workload gets higher.This is because the load due to backup
queries may induce even more significant problems than initial queries. In particular, replicating
queries for high workloads impacts performance with longerresponse times, which increases the
probability that a provider fails before performing a query.

A systematic solution to the above problem is to allocateq to theq.n+m best ranked providers [21].
However, this solution only supports the failures ofm providers. Moreover, allocating each query
to a high number of providers may quickly overload the systemas well as decrease participants’ sat-
isfaction. Probabilistic approaches have been proposed todefine at run time whether a query must
be replicated [8, 10]. Nevertheless, they do not consider participants’ satisfaction nor consumers’
failures, and assume the same providers’ failure probability. Therefore, replicating queries in DISAP
is hard because one needs to ensure good system performance,high participants’ satisfaction, and
results for queries with high criticality. To our knowledge, tolerating participants’ failures is still an
open issue in DISAP and has not been addressed before.

4 Satisfaction Model

In this section, we propose participants’ satisfaction definitions that consider query’s criticality and
the possibility of failure (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). We also propose a definition of global satisfaction,
which exploits the failure probability of participants (Section 4.3). We consider the satisfaction of
a participant w.r.t. the way in which queries are allocated by the mediator. It is clear that the term
“satisfaction” can have a much broader interpretation and may be linked to many other points, for in-
stance, the quality of results. Indeed, it is possible for a consumer to be satisfied of the way in which
queries are allocated (just because the allocation processfollows its recommendations), but dissatis-
fied of the obtained results. Thus, “satisfaction” has many different facets and exploring all the ways
to compute satisfaction is well beyond the scope of this paper. However, anticipating Section 5, the
algorithms we propose are quite general and can be used with any satisfaction definition.

INRIA



Satisfaction-based Query Replication 11

4.1 Consumer’s Satisfaction

A consumer can evaluate by means of its satisfaction if it gets the results it expects from the mediator.
There are two kinds of satisfaction: one with respect to whata consumer expects as results from
providers and another one with respect to what a consumer expects from the mediator (i.e., query
allocations to its preferred providers). [30] proposes a satisfaction definition that is of the first
kind. The authors define consumer’s satisfaction as the average of the consumer’s satisfaction in
each query it has issued. Satisfaction is computed by a consumer by evaluating results with respect
to response times and information freshness. [31] proposesa satisfaction definition with regards
to what a consumer expects from the mediator (the second kindof satisfaction) as the average of
the consumer’s intentions in each query it has issued. Both satisfaction definitions use the same
maths and are quite important for a consumer. However, when replicating queries, the mediator is
interested in what a consumer expects from query allocations. This is why we consider the latter
kind of satisfaction. Generally speaking, we define the satisfaction of a consumer as in [31], but
we also take queries’ criticality and providers’ failures into consideration. Intuitively, an incoming
query withγ = 1 (respectivelyγ = 0) means that the consumer would not be satisfied at all if it
did not receive all the results it requires (resp. means thatthe satisfaction of the consumer strongly
depends on the number of results it receives). To consider this, given a queryq, we introduce the
consumer’s satisfaction coefficientw.r.t. q (denoted by∆), which we define as the importance of
the number of providers that return results. The role of thiscoefficient is to weight the average of
consumer’s intentions. We formally define this satisfaction coefficient as follows.

Definition 1 CONSUMER SATISFACTION COEFFICIENTLetx denote the number of providers that

return results for a query (x = ||
̂̂
Pq||), the satisfaction coefficient concerning the allocation of a

queryq is defined as follows,

∆x
q =

˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨

1 − γ

1 − γ · x
n

if γ < 1

1 if γ = 1 ∧ x = n
0 if γ = 1 ∧ x 6= n

It is worth noting in Equation 1 that when the criticality of aquery takes the value of1 and the
number of providers returning results is the same as that required by the consumer, the satisfaction
coefficient takes1. In contrast, ifγ = 1 and the number of results is smaller than that required
by the consumer, the satisfaction coefficient always takes zero. We illustrate the behavior of the
satisfaction coefficient in Figure 1. Observe that as the query’s criticality increases and the number
providers producing results decreases, the satisfaction coefficient decreases. This leads to a decrease
of consumer’s satisfaction, which is defined as the consumer’s intentions average concerning the set
of providers that return results multiplied by the satisfaction coefficient (see Definition 2).

Definition 2 CONSUMER SATISFACTION FOR A SINGLE QUERY Given an incoming queryq, the
satisfaction ofq.c concerning the allocation ofq is given by,

δs(c,
ccPq) = ∆

||
ccPq||

q ·
1

n
·
X

p∈
ccPq

(
−→
CIq[p] + 1)

‹
2
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Figure 1: Number of providers returning results versus query’s criticality, when a consumer requires
6 providers.

Theδs(c,
̂̂
Pq) values are between0 and1. The closer the value from1 is, the greater the satis-

faction of a consumer is.

4.2 Provider’s Satisfaction

A provider that has not failed can evaluate, by means of its satisfaction, if the mediator allocates
queries according to its intentions2. Conversely to a consumer, the fact that a query has high critical-
ity, or not, does not influence the satisfaction of a provider. In turn, the fact that a provider performs
a query and its results are not returned to the consumer may hurt its satisfaction (depending on its
cost). What can hurt a provider’s satisfaction is: (1) to be required to treat a query it does not desire
to perform, (2) to be rejected for the treatment of an interesting query, and (3) to perform a query
as backup for nothing. This is because a provider is usually selfish and hence the fact of spending
computing resources to perform queries from which it obtains no benefit does not meet its intentions
at all. A relevant provider may have one of three possible states after the allocation of a given query,
which is formally stated in Definition 3.

Definition 3 PROVIDER SATISFACTION FOR A SINGLE QUERY Given an incoming queryq, let
P ok

q denote the set of providers that did not fail in the time interval required to performq andp be a
provider inPq ∩ P ok

q . The satisfaction ofp concerningq is given by,

δs(p,cP r
q ,
ccPq) =

˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨

`−→
PIq[p] + 1

´
/2 if p ∈

ccPq`
−

−→
PIq[p] + 1

´
/2 if p ∈ (Pq\cP r

q ) ∩ P ok
q

1/
`
2 +

−−→
PCq[p]

´
if p ∈

`cP r
q \
ccPq

´
∩ P ok

q

Each line of the above definition corresponds to one of the three possible cases discussed early.
Notice that the third line translates the cost values into the interval]0..0.5], which means that a

2A provider which fails simply does not compute its satisfaction.
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Satisfaction-based Query Replication 13

provider always has low satisfaction when working for nothing. The provider’s satisfaction values
are in the interval[0..1] and the greater the value, the greater the satisfaction of a provider.

4.3 Global Satisfaction

According to the satisfaction definitions of the previous sections, query replication can improve
consumer’s satisfaction, which is the goal of replicating queries and is a positive aspect. However,
backup providers (those running query replicas) can see their results not be returned to the consumer
if no primary provider fails. This means that backup providers utilize their resources for nothing,
which may significantly dissatisfy them. This is the negative aspect of replicating queries. This
is why we introduce theglobal satisfactionnotion whose goal is to compare both aspects so as to
determine if it is a good idea to replicate a query. One may think that global satisfaction may be
achieved by each participant being satisfied in average. Nevertheless, participants usually compute
their satisfaction after query allocations, or even after receiving results, while decisions to replicate
queries are done before allocating queries. Thus, we define aglobal satisfaction notion that takes
place before query allocations. Since this global satisfaction notion is computed before query al-
locations, it depends on the participants’ failure. Hence,we must consider all the possible cases
of failure, which requires some work in probabilities. Withthis aim, we first characterize, in Sec-
tion 4.3.1, the successful probability that: (i) a query be treated by some number of providers, and
(ii) the results produced by a provider be returned to consumers. We then define global satisfaction
in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Probabilities of success

We assume that faults are not correlated. Thus, the probability that a participanti does not fail in a
time unit is1 − fi, fi being the failure probability of a participanti. Let tpq denote the time required
by a providerp to perform a queryq. Consequently, the probabilityAi

q that i does not fail in a
discrete time intervaltpq (i.e. to be always available during time intervaltpq ) is given by Equation 1.

Ai
q = (1 − fi)

tp
q (1)

Given this, the probability that at mosth providers in set̂P r
q do not fail before returning results

of a queryq is given by,

Sh
q (cP r

q ) =
X

P ok
q ⊆ cP r

q

||P ok
q ||≤h

“ Y

p∈P ok
q

Ap
q

Y

p∈ cP r
q \P ok

q

(1 −Ap
q)
”

(2)
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14 Quiané-Ruiz, Lamarre, and Valduriez

In the same spirit, but from the providers’ point of view, theprobability that the results produced
by a given provider

−→
R q[a] andx − 1 other providers in̂P r

q be returned to consumerq.c is given by,

Sa
q (cP r

q , x) =

˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛

X

ccPq⊆ cP r
q

||
ccPq||=x

−→
Rq [a]∈

ccPq

“ Y

p∈
ccPq

Ap
q

Y

p∈ cP r
q \

ccPq

(1 −Ap
q)
”

if x < q.n

X

ccPq⊆ cP r
q

||
ccPq||=x

−→
Rq [a]∈

ccPq

“ Y

p∈
ccPq

Ap
q

Y

p=
−→
Rq [j]

j≤max(k)
−→
Rq [k]∈

ccPq

p/∈
ccPq

(1 −Ap
q)
”

else
(3)

4.3.2 Global satisfaction definition

We can then define global satisfaction with respect to the allocation of a given query. Informally,
given a queryq, global satisfaction denotes the most possible satisfaction that consumerq.c and
providers inPq may have ifq is allocated to a given set̂P r

q . Intuitively, the global satisfaction denotes
the sum of the relevant providers’ satisfactions plus the consumer’s satisfaction. Unfortunately,
possible participants’ failure make this a little more complicated. For a relevant provider that does
not fail, we must consider the three cases defined in Section 4.2. The first case is when a provider is
allocated a query and its results are returned to the consumer. For this to happen, it is necessary that
the consumer does not fail and that no more thann−1 (wheren is the number of required providers)
best ranked providers do not fail and hence return results. In this case, the provider’s satisfaction is
based on its intention. Except in case that the consumer fails: the provider’s satisfaction is based
on the query’s cost. The second case is when a provider is allocated a query replica and its results
are not returned to the consumer. This happens if at leastn best ranked providers do not fail. In
this case, the provider’s satisfaction is based on the query’s cost. Finally, the third and last case is
when a provider is not allocated a query. Here, the provider’s satisfaction is based on its negative
intention. For the consumer, we simply need to consider the probability that each relevant provider
has to return results. Definition 4 formalizes the global satisfaction’s computation.
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Satisfaction-based Query Replication 15

Definition 4 GLOBAL SATISFACTION Given an incoming queryq, the global satisfactionΘ(P̂ r
q )

of allocatingq to a setP̂ r
q is defined as follows,

Θ(cP r
q ) =

rX

j=1

 
A

−→
Rq [j]
q ·

“
Ac

q · Sn−1
q ( dP j−1

q ) ·
−→
PIq[

−→
R q[j]] +

`
1 −Ac

q

´
· Sn−1

q ( dP j−1
q ) ·

−−→
PCq[

−→
R q[j]] +

`
1 − Sn−1

q ( dP j−1
q )

´
·
−−→
PCq [

−→
R q[j]]

”!
+

||Pq||X

j=r+1

A
−→
Rq [j]
q · −

−→
PIq[

−→
R q [j]] +

Ac
q ·

nX

j=0

 
∆j

q ·
1

n
·

rX

a=1

“
Sa

q (cP r
q , j) ·

−→
CIq[

−→
R q [a]]

”!

5 Algorithms

In this section, we describe two new algorithms to perform query replication in DISAP. The first
algorithm, calledSbQR, implements a typical query replication strategy. That is,it aims at creating
some query instances in addition to those asked by consumersso that consumers receive queries’
results from their required number of providers. The secondalgorithm, calledSbQR+, implements
a more elaborated strategy. It considers the query instances required by consumers and decides if
more or less instances must be created. Intuitively, for high workloads, it prioritizes highly critical
queries by creating less queries instances for low criticalqueries, than required by consumers. Both
algorithms respect the strategy of the mediator to allocatequeries and compare the global satisfaction
of different provider sets in order to select the best providers. We give some considerations of this
global satisfaction’s comparison in Section 5.3.

5.1 SbQR Algorithm

Satisfaction-based Query Replication(SbQR for short) is an algorithm to replicate queries in order
to support participant failures in DISAP.SbQR replicates incoming queries by considering global
satisfaction, that is, it only replicates a query when this yields an increase in global satisfaction. A
salient feature ofSbQR is that it decides on line which queries should be replicatedand at which
rate, based on both participants’ satisfaction and failureprobability. Algorithm 1 shows howSbQR

works for a given incoming query. The basic idea is simple: itcreates as many backup providers as
long as global satisfaction increases. In more details, given an incoming queryq, SbQR compares
the global satisfaction of the firstq.n relevant providers (i.e. the

−→
R q[1..n]) providers) with the global

satisfaction of the
−→
R q[1..n+1] providers. If the global satisfaction of

−→
R q[1..n+1] is greater,SbQR

compares then such global satisfaction with that of
−→
R q[1..n + 2] and repeats the operation until it

finds a set
−→
R q[1..n + i] of providers whose global satisfaction is greater than

−→
R q[1..n + i + 1]. In

other words,SbQR looks for the local maximum of global satisfaction.
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Algorithm 1 : SbQR

Input : q,
−→
R q,

−→
CIq,

−→
PIq,

−−→
PCq

Output : P̂ r
q

begin1

r = q.n;2

while r <
−→
R q.size && Θ(P̂ r

q ) < Θ(P̂ r+1
q ) do r + +; returnP̂ r

q ;3

end4

S t a r t i n g p o i n tL o c a l m a x i m a
S b Q R p a t hGl ob al sati sf acti on

9 1 0 1 41 1 1 2 . . .86 7 1 3P r o v i d e r R a n k
(a) SbQR case.

1 32 4 5
S t a r t i n g p o i n tL o c a l m a x i m u m

S b Q R + p a t hGl ob al sati sf acti on
9 1 0 1 41 1 1 2 . . .86 7 1 3P r o v i d e r R a n k

(b) SbQR+ case.

Figure 2: Finding local maximum aroundq.n (with q.n = 6).

EXAMPLE. We illustrate in Figure 2(a) theSbQR’s principle when looking for such local maxi-
mum w.r.t. a queryq where consumerq.c requires results from6 providers (q.n = 6). Assume that
q has a medium criticality (γ = 0.5) and that the6th best ranked provider has a higher probability
of failure. Suppose now that the7th, 8th, and9th ranked providers have a low positive intention
to performq. Also, suppose thatc has a medium and high positive intention to receive results from
the7th and8th, respectively, ranked providers, but that it has a negativeintention towards the9th

ranked provider. In this case,SbQR decides to create2 backup queries because provider
−→
R q[8]

denotes the local maximum.

5.2 SbQR+ Algorithm

SbQR+ is an algorithm that addresses the problem stated in Section3.3 from a more general point of
view. That is, it not only analyzes if backup queries must be created, but also if the number of query
instances asked by consumers (parameterq.n for a queryq) can be reduced so as to increase global
satisfaction. This is quite useful for heavy workloads whenreplicating queries may significantly
hurt system performance. But,SbQR+ always allocates at least one query instance so that queries
be treated (i.e.q.n ≥ 1). Thus, it could be a good idea to allocate low critical queries to less
providers than those required so as to keep computing resources for highly critical queries. To do
so,SbQR+ looks for the local maximum of global satisfaction by also analyzing global satisfaction
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Algorithm 2 : SbQR+

Input : q,
−→
R q,

−→
CIq,

−→
PIq,

−−→
PCq

Output : P̂ r
q

begin1

P̂+
q = SbQR(q,

−→
R q,

−→
CIq,

−→
PIq,

−−→
PCq)2

r = q.n;3

while r > 1 && Θ(P̂ r
q ) < Θ(P̂ r−1

q ) do r −−; P̂−
q = P̂ r

q ;4

if Θ(P̂−
q ) < Θ(P̂+

q ) then returnP̂+
q ;5

elsereturnP̂−
q ;6

end7

Theorem 1

Θ( dP r+1
q ) − Θ(cP r

q ) = A
−→
Rq [r+1]
q ·

 
Ac

q · Sn−1
q (cP r

q ) ·
−→
PIq[

−→
R q[r + 1]] +

(1 −Ac
q) · S

n−1
q (cP r

q ) ·
−−→
PCq [

−→
R q[r + 1]] +`

1 − Sn−1
q (cP r

q )
´
·
−−→
PCq[

−→
R q [r + 1]] +

−→
PIq[

−→
R q[r + 1]]

!
+

Ac
q ·

nX

j=0

 
∆j

q ·
1

n
·
“ rX

a=1

`
Sa

q ( dP r+1
q , j) − Sa

q (cP r
q , j)

´
·
−→
CIq[a] +

Sr+1
q ( dP r+1

q , j) ·
−→
CIq [

−→
R q[r + 1]]

”!

when reducing queries’ instances. We illustrate theSbQR+ process in Algorithm 2.SbQR+ has
the following two properties: (i) it never creates more backup queries thanSbQR, and (ii) it exactly
operates asSbQR whenq.n = 1.

One can say that the instances of a query should not be reducedwhen its criticality is1 since,
according to Definition 2, the consumer’s satisfaction (regarding the mediator’s job) falls to zero if
its query is allocated to less than the desired number of providers. However, asSbQR, SbQR+ also
works for providers and thus, in some cases, providers may benefit from the reduction of a query’s
instances. But also, a consumer may be satisfied, with the received results, even if it is not the desired
number.

EXAMPLE. To exemplify theSbQR+’s principle when looking for a local maximum w.r.t. a
queryq with q.n = 6, we consider again the example of previous section, but thistime we assume
thatq has a low criticality (γ = 0.1). Since, besides creating backup queries,SbQR+ also strives
to reduce query instances if necessary, we consider those providers with a better rank than6 (see
Figure 2(b)). For these better ranked providers, suppose that the5th and 3th ranked providers
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18 Quiané-Ruiz, Lamarre, and Valduriez

have both a negative intention to performq because of overload and that the4th has a high positive
intention to performq. On the other side, suppose thatc has a high positive intention towards all three
providers. In this case, even ifq.n = 6, SbQR+ allocatesq to the

−→
R q[1..n − 2] providers because

−→
R q[4] represents the highest local maximum. This allowsSbQR+ to save computing resources,
which could be devoted to highly critical queries.

5.3 Global Satisfaction Computation

Both SbQR andSbQR+ compare the global satisfaction of two sets of relevant providers so as to
allocate the query to the set having the highest global satisfaction. To know which providers’ set has
the highest global satisfaction, one should compute the global satisfaction of both sets. One could be
afraid by such a comparison because it is complicated and it may be long to realize. However, it is
possible to take advantage of the fact that providers’ sets are built according to the query allocation
strategy (i.e., using vector

−→
R ): the difference among two compared sets of providers is always one

and only one provider. Thus, global satisfaction comparison can be reduced to the study of the impact
of adding a provider from a given set of providers, which significantly simplifies the computation.
We formalize this analysis in Theorem 1. See the proof of thistheorem in Appendix A. Anticipating
the validation section, we experimentally analyze this global satisfaction comparison and see that its
required time is50 milliseconds, which is negligible.

5.4 Discussion

We pointed out in Section 4 that there may exist several definitions of satisfaction and that one may
see a satisfaction based on the quality of results as an intuitive definition. However, in our context,
it is difficult to include satisfaction with respect to answers since(i) participants’ evaluations of a
particular answer are private data that the mediation process does not have access to, and(ii) by com-
position, our proposal takes place before answers computation (before query allocations) and hence
we do not have any information about the results produced. Our algorithms are quite general and
independent of the way in which satisfaction is computed. Thus, one can adapt the satisfaction defi-
nition to fit a particular application. This also applies to participants’ intentions, where participants
may consider any information they have, such as personal experiments, participants’ reputation, re-
sponse time, and load. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the system’s behavior strongly depend
on the way participants compute their intentions. For instance, if participants do not care about their
preferences and compute their intentions by only considering providers’ load, as a result one will
have a system that ensures short response times.

Moreover, the scoring function (which produces vector
−→
R ) is usually based on specific demands,

which are given by the application challenges that one wantsto solve. Thus, a large number of
specific query allocation methods with different behaviorsmay exist. For example, the score function
of aqlb method is designed for those applications whose goal is to ensure good system performance.
However, our algorithms treat the ranking function a black box, which allows them to preserve the
mediator’s strategy for allocating queries by preserving the ranking order of providers when finally
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Parameter Definition Value
nbConsumers Number of consumers 150
nbProviders Number of providers 300
nbMediators Number of mediators 1
qDistribution Query arrival distribution Poisson
iniSatisfaction Initial satisfaction 0.5
γ Query criticality from 0.3 to 1
fRate Participant failure rate 0.03/second
nbRepeat Repetition of simulations 10

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

deciding which providers are allocated a query. Therefore,our approach can be applied in any kind
of application.

Finally, notice that the complexity of our algorithms isΘ(n · r2), but with a quite smalln andr

(usuallyn < 10 andn ≃ r).

6 Experimental Study

In this section, we validate our algorithms by comparing them with a popular baseline algortihm,
replicateAll. replicateAll allocates each incoming query to a single backup provider, no matter
how many providers a consumer desires [21]. In other words,replicateAll allocates an incoming
queryq to q.n + 1 providers. To clearly see our algorithms gains, we also study the case where
no backup query is generated (we call it thenone case). We carry out our experimental validation
with three main objectives: (i) to evaluate how well, from a satisfaction point of view, our algo-
rithms operate in DISAP; (ii) to evaluate the impact on performance of backup queries generated by
SbQR; and (iii) to analyze if our algorithms can adapt to different query criticitie and to different
probabilities of participant failures.

6.1 Setup

We implemented our prototype in Java. To compute vector
−→
R , we first implementedSbQA [31]

and then implementedSbQR, SbQR+, andreplicateAll algorithms on top ofSbQA. For all the
query allocation methods we tested, the configuration (Table 1) is the same and the only change is
the way in which each query replication algorithm creates backup providers. Before defining our ex-
perimental setup, let us point out that the definition of a synthetic workload for environments where
participants are autonomous and have special interests towards queries is an open problem. In [29]
the authors discuss the need for benchmarks of scenario-oriented cases, which are similar to the case
we consider, but this remains an open problem. Another possibility to validate our results would be
to consider real-world data over long periods of time. However, even if we had the resources to ob-
tain real-world data, the validation would get biased towards these specific applications. Therefore,
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in our experiments, we decided to generate a very general workload that can be applied to different
applications and environments in order to thoroughly validate our results.

We generated a network with150 consumers and300 providers who compute their satisfaction
as presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. We consider a single mediator. We initialize
participants’ satisfaction with a value of0.5. Then, participants make an average of their satisfac-
tion over the last150 issued queries (for consumers) and the400 queries that have passed through
providers. We assume that all300 providers are able to perform any incoming query issued by con-
sumers. We assume that a participant has a probability of0.03 of failure per second. This is a high
failure probability, but we want to stress the system in order to conduct our experimental study un-
der difficult situations. Following the approach used in [34], we generate around 10% of providers
with low-capacity, 60% withmedium, and 30% withhigh. Thehigh-capacity providers are3 times
more powerful thanmedium-capacity providers and still7 times more powerful thanlow-capacity
providers. We divide the set of providers into three classesaccording to the interests of consumers:
consumers that havehigh-interest (60% of providers),medium-interest (30% of providers), orlow-
interest (10% of providers).

The way participants compute their intentions and utilization is beyond the scope of this paper
and orthogonal to the problem addressed here. Thus, withoutloss of generality, we assume that
participants work their intentions out as defined in [31]. Let us recall, on the one hand, that providers
consider their preferences, utilization, and satisfaction to compute their intentions, while consumers
only consider their preferences. We assume that participants compute their preferences uniformly at
random between−1 and1. We assume that it is up to a providerp to estimate the time it needs to
perform each incoming queryq and gives it to the mediator. We assume that all participantshave
the same network capacities. We run10 experiments for each case to present the average results of
all experimentations. We produce, in average,15000 incoming queries for a series of experiments.
We generate two classes of queries thathigh-capacity providers perform in1.3 and1.5 seconds,
respectively, and assume that they arrive in aPoissondistribution. Consumers issue queries with a
criticality that they generate at random between0.3 and1. We assume that consumers ask results for
six different providers (i.e.,n = 6). Since our goal is to study how our algorithms replicate queries,
we assume captive participants in these experiments so thatparticipant departures by dissatisfaction
do not impact the results. In the following, we always present results for different workloads, where
the workload is with respect to the number of queries issued by consumers and any backup query
generated by the algorithms we test is added to such workload.

6.2 Results

We can study many different aspects of our algorithms. However, because of space limitations, we
focus on only6 major aspects: the number of created backup queries (Figure3(a)), the average
criticality of backup queries (Figure 3(b)), the number of missing results (Figure 3(c)), the average
criticality of queries with missing results (Figure 3(d)),the ensured response times (Figure 3(e)), and
the consumer’s satisfaction (Figure 3(f)).

In Figure 3(c), we can observe that, for low workloads,replicateAll has (around0.01%) less
queries with missing results than the other algorithms. However, we can observe in Figure 3(a)
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(a) Backup queries created for different work-
loads.
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(b) Average criticality of backup queries.
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(c) Missing Results for different workloads.
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(d) Average criticality of queries with a missing
result.
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Figure 3: Results with queries requiring six providers and for different workloads.

that it replicates20 times more queries. The disadvantages ofreplicateAll becomes clear in Fig-
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ure 3(c) when the workload is higher than60%: the number of queries with missing results for
high workloads is twice as with our algorithms since providers are more loaded and queries are
blinded-replicated. This does not happen with our algorithms, which automatically adapt the query
replication rate to the workload. This is because providerstake care of their load while expressing
intentions. Figure 3(a) allows to clearly see that they create much less backup queries as the work-
load increases. Furthermore, bothSbQR andSbQR+ consider the criticality of queries by mainly
replicating queries whose criticality is greater than the average criticality of incoming queries (see
Figure 3(b)). This trend is more important as the workload ishigher, in particular forSbQR+. The
advantage is that the number of missing results is similar tothe ones of thenone case and ensures
more results for highly critical queries (see Figure 3(d)).

It is worth noting that, in theSbQR+ case, the number of aborted queries, i.e. those which were
allocated to less providers than those required, increaseswith the workload.SbQR+ voluntarily
aborts lowly critical queries (see Figure 3(d)) to prioritize highly critical queries (see Figure 3(b)).
As a result, the number of queries with missing results (due to providers’ failure) also increases,
but much more slowly (see Figure 3(c)). Figure 3(f) clearly shows that consumers appreciate this.
Furthermore, aborting lowly critical queries allowsSbQR+ to guarantee short response times (see
Figure 3(e)). Notice that, even ifSbQR has slightly longer response times than when doing no repli-
cation (thenone case),SbQR also significantly outperformsreplicateAll. During our experiments,
we observed that the required time to compare the global satisfaction of two sets of providers is in
average50 milliseconds. We also observed that the smaller the number of required results (n), our
algorithms are much better thanreplicateAll. For example, whenn = 2, replicateAll starts to
have have problems with workloads higher than40% while our algorithms remain stable.

In summary, the results demonstrate that our algorithms allow ensuring participants’ satisfaction,
results for critical queries, and short response times at very low cost, in numbers of backup queries
and computing cost. Furthermore, our algorithms are self-adaptable to the workload as well as to
queries’ criticality, participants’ intentions, and participants’ failure probability. In the following, we
go further with our validation with the aim of evaluating howwell SbQR andSbQR+ (i) operate in
environments where participants have no preference, (ii) deal with different queries criticality, and
(iii) deal with high probabilities of participants’ failure.

6.2.1 Results with passive participants

One may wonder whether the previous results are impacted by participants’ preferences. To address
this question, we ran again the series of experiments of previous section, but now assuming that the
participants act as nodes in a cluster3. This means that consumers are not able to make any difference
between two providers and that providers do not have any preference on what they do. Technically, in
our context, this means that participants’ preference is equal to1. In other words, consumers always
express intentions equal to1 and providers only consider their utilization to compute their intentions.
We also assume that backup providers express a query cost of0. This means that providers are
completely at the system’s disposal. Notice that results for thenone andreplicateAll cases are the
same as in the previous section since they do not consider participants’ intentions to operate.

3This assumption only holds for this section.
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(a) Backup queries created for different work-
loads.
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(c) Missing Results for different workloads.
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Figure 4: Results with queries requiring six providers, with participants having no preferences, and
for different workloads.

We can observe in Figure 4 that the results are similar to those obtained in the previous section,
which demonstrates the efficiency of our algorithms to perform in DISAP as well as in systems
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Figure 5: Created backup queries for different workloads and: (a) two different levels of query’s
criticality; (b) two different providers’ failure probability.

with non-autonomous participants. More interestingly, wecan see in Figure 4(a) that bothSbQR

andSbQR+ create much more backup queries than in previous results, especially those having a
high criticality (see Figure 4(b)). Such an increase in the number of backup queries is reflected by
having almost the same number of missing results asreplicateAll for low workloads, and as the
none case for high workloads (see Figure 4(a)). An interesting point to highlight in these results is
thatSbQR+ voluntary abort more queries than it misses due to providers’ failure. This proves its
capacity to deal with providers’ failure. Now, in Figure 4(d), we can observe that our algorithms
also improve their performance by preserving more criticalqueries. These results clearly illustrate
the aim of our algorithms at mainly replicating highly critical queries. Finally, we can observe in
Figure 4(e) that, even thoughSbQR andSbQR+ create now more backup queries, their ensured
response time is only degraded by70 milliseconds in average. This proves their effectiveness for
environments such as cluster-based systems.

Comparing these results with those of the previous section,we can conclude that the previous
results were indeed impacted by participants’ preferences. In the previous section, we can see that
the number of backup queries created bySbQR andSbQR+ is lower in order to avoid participants’
dissatisfaction, which proves the adaptation of our algorithms to participants’ intentions.

6.2.2 Varying queries’ criticality

To analyze the sensitivity of our algorithms to different queries’ criticities, we present the results
of two series of experiments: one with lowly critical and theother one with highly critical queries,
i.e. with a criticality of0 and1 respectively. Notice that the criticality of queries does not im-
pactreplicateAll’s nor none’s results because they do not consider this criteria. This is why we
only show the results for our algorithms. For these experiments, we assume again that participants
have again some preferences as stated in the setup section. Figure 5(a) illustrates the number of
created backup queries for different workloads. These results confirm the results of Figure 6.2.2
in the fact that our algorithms tend to replicate less queries as the workload increases in order not
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to overload providers. We can also observe the sensitivity of our algorithms to queries’ criticality
by creating more backup queries for the highly critical queries. We confirm that, as stated in Sec-
tion 5.2,SbQR+ never replicates more queries thanSbQR. As the workload increases, the number
of queries replicated bySbQR+ is much smaller than those replicated bySbQR. Once again, this is
because providers quickly become overloaded and thus beginexpressing negative intentions, which
are considered bySbQR+ to reduce the number of required providers. This results demonstrate the
self-adaptability of our algorithms to the queries’ criticality by modifying on-line the rate at which
queries are replicated.

6.2.3 Varying providers’ failure probability

We finally runSbQR andSbQR+ in systems where providers have quite different probabilities of
failure per second:0.006 (low probability),0.05 (medium probability), and0.1 (high probability).
Moreover, we assume that queries arrive with a criticality of 1. For clarity of results, we assume
that consumers ask for a single answer per query, i.e.,n = 1. Because of this last assumption and
SbQR+’s properties (see Section 5.2), the results forSbQR are the same as forSbQR+, so the
results we present here are valid for both of them.

In Figure 5(b), we can see that, as the failure probability ofproviders increases, more backup
queries are created by our algorithms to ensure that consumers get answers for their queries. How-
ever, when providers become overutilized, our algorithms decrease the number of backup queries.
This proves the high sensitivity of our algorithms to providers’ failure probability. We also observed
in our experimentations that our algorithms have in averageless queries with missing results than
none andreplicateAll.

Concerning participants’ satisfaction (we do not illustrate the results because of space reasons),
we observed that our algorithms better satisfy participants than other algorithms in most cases. In
some cases, consumers feel better satisfied with other algorithms, but the difference is quite small
(similar to Figure 3(f)). Finally, we could also observe that our algorithms always better satisfy
providers than other algorithms.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered query replication in Distributed Information Systems with Autonomous
Participants (DISAP). In particular, we focused on query replication based on the active replication
model. Query replication is hard to support in DISAP becauseit may decrease system performance
and may also dissatisfy providers. With autonomous participants, the only way to avoid having
several participants to voluntarily leave the system is to satisfy their interests. This is why we
studied query replication from a satisfaction point of view. Our analysis of query replication reveals
that it is useful to address two different problems: to tolerate providers’ failures and to deal with
Byzantine providers. To our knowledge, this is the first workthat analyzes active query replication
in its whole generality and from a satisfaction point of view. In summary, our main contributions are
the following.
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First, we proposed a satisfaction model that considers participants’ failures. In particular, we
defined a notion of consumer’s satisfaction which considersthe fact that queries have different criti-
cality and that a consumer may receive less results than it expects because of providers’ failures. We
also defined a notion of provider’s satisfaction, which considers the fact that a provider may perform
queries for nothing because of backup queries or consumers’failures. Then, to complete the satis-
faction model, we defined a notion of global satisfaction that considers participants’ satisfaction and
their probability of failure.

Second, we proposed a query replication algorithm,SbQR, which deals with participants’ fail-
ures by deciding on-line whether a query should be replicated and at which rate. A salient feature
of SbQR is that it replicates only those queries that allow increasing global satisfaction. Third, we
proposed another query replication algorithm, calledSbQR+, which also considers the replication
required by a consumer because of Byzantine providers. Generally speaking,SbQR+ generalizes
SbQR with the goal of prioritizing critical queries. To this end,it may voluntarily fail to allocate
as many replicas as required by consumers for their low critical queries so as to keep resources for
the critical ones. An important feature of bothSbQR andSbQR+ algorithms is that they make no
assumption on how many providers’ failures can occur at any time.

Finally, we implemented both algorithms and compared them to the popular baseline algorithm
which replicates a query to all providers (thereplicateAll algorithm). Our experimental results
demonstrated that our algorithms significantly outperformreplicateAll from the performance and
satisfaction points of view. In particular, we demonstrated that our algorithms dynamically adapt to
the workload and ensures good system’s performance even forheavy workloads. Also, the results
show that while replicating systematically all queries suffers from serious performance problems,
both SbQR andSbQR+ correctly adapt the query replication rate to queries’ criticality and par-
ticipants’ failure probabilities in order to ensure good system’s performance and high participants’
satisfaction. Furthermore, we demonstrated that whilereplicateAll loses in average medium and
high-critical queries, our algorithms mainly miss resultsfor lowly critical queries.

In summary, we can conclude that, for ensuring the number of query instances required by con-
sumers in DISAP,SbQR is the most adequate algorithm to replicate queries. But, for increasing
participants’ satisfaction as well as prioritizing highlycritical queries,SbQR+ is the best choice to
select relevant providers.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

Proof 1 Our demonstration is derived from algebraic reductions of Definition 4 (theΘ(P̂ r+1
q ) −

Θ(P̂ r
q ) case). For clarity, we proceed to demonstrate equation of Theorem 1 line by line. First, in

case that a provider is considered to get a queryq and is also considered to be in set̂̂Pq, we have:
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Thus, all values from1 up to r are eliminated by the subtraction because of Equation 2. Conse-
quently, we only consider ther + 1 value, that is:
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which demonstrates the first line (of Theorem 1). When a provider is expected to get queryq and not

expected to be in set̂̂Pq, we have the case in which consumerq.c is expected to fail:
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and also the case where at leastq.n other providers with a ranking smaller thanj are in P̂ r
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In both cases, values from1 up tor are eliminated by the subtraction and hence we only consider
ther + 1 value. Consequently, we have the following equation for thefirst case:
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and
A

−→
R q [r+1]
q ·
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1 − Sn−1

q (P̂ r
q )
)
·
−−→
PCq[
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R q[r + 1]]

for the second case. The above two equations demonstrate lines2 and3, respectively. Now, for those
providers that are expected to not get queryq we have:
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Notice that all values fromr+2 up to||Pq|| are again eliminated by the subtraction. But, conversely
to previous equations, ther + 1 value remains in the right side and thus we take its negative value,
which implies the following equation:
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This equation demonstrates the fourth line. Finally, to demonstrate the final line (i.e. the expected
satisfaction concerning the consumer), we focus on the consumer’s side of Theorem 1 and thus we
have the following subtraction:
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Conversely to all previous equations, even though we have repeated iterations (from1 up tor), the

subtraction cannot eliminate such values because of Equation 3, which considers set̂̂Pq. In other

words,Sa
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which demonstrate the fifth line (of Theorem 1).
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